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Introductions

Mark W. Bennett, Director Software Engineering

Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) Group

• Chicago Mercantile Exchange Inc.® (CME) is the largest 
futures exchange in the United States and is the largest 
futures Clearing House in the world for the trading of futures 
and options on futures contracts.

• Became first publicly traded financial exchange in the 
United States, December 2002

• Recently merged with the Chicago Board of Trade to form 
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• Recently merged with the Chicago Board of Trade to form 
the largest derivatives exchange in the world

Technology Division

• Approximately 900 employees and consultants

• More than 350 technology projects per year

• Multiple project sponsors within and outside of the 
Technology Division

• In other words, we’re like a lot of other IT organizations



Goals of Enterprise Portfolio Management (EPM) at CME Group

• What are we trying to achieve?

The Evolution of EPM at CME Group

• Where did we start?
• How did we get to where we are today?
• What were some of our initial challenges?

Our EPM Building Blocks

What you’ll see in this 
presentation?
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• How did we break things down?
• Understanding where you’re at and where you’re trying to go
• Tools & Techniques we used

Our Approach

• What worked for us might and might work for you!
• Who was involved and how were the “teams” structured?

Wrapping it Up

• Where we’re at and where we’re going?
• Q & A



Goals of Enterprise 
Project Management 
(EPM) at CME Group(EPM) at CME Group



Change business sponsor’s “black box” impression of the 
Technology division

• “We feed money in one end but we’re never sure what’s going to come 
out the other side.”

• “What happened to the fill in the blank project your promised to do for 
us?”

Create Transparency
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• “Does it really cost that much?”

• “With all the people you have, why can’t we get more out of you?”

• “Why do I have 900 people working for me? What are they doing and 
should we be doing it?”

• “I have a small project for you to do, can’t we fit it in somewhere?”



What are the bottle necks in development? Where do we have excess 
capacity?

Do we have the right resources with the right skills?

Are our efforts aligned with the corporate strategy?

Does our budget support what is being asked of us?

Enable better decision 
making
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Does our budget support what is being asked of us?

Can we make informed trade-off decisions?

What are the impacts of significant scope changes or new projects?

What are our priorities?



The Evolution of EPM at 
CME Group



Evolution of EPM at CME Group
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Slow Progress

• Poor adoptions rate and strong resistance to change

• Limited benefits and poor understanding

• Numerous false-starts

• Unpredictable gains

-- Followed by –

Rapid Acceleration

• Increased rate of adoption across the organization
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Time (spans several years)
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• Realization of increased benefits

• Increased executive visibility

• It’s hard work to maintain this trajectory!

* Graph is a conceptual illustration not a literal representation of any collected metrics



Evolution of EPM at CME Group
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Proactive
Reactive

• Success largely attributed  to the individual skills of the PM 
and their teams

• No coordinated effort to get better

• Minimal executive sponsorship

Proactive

• Planning for measurable improvements

• Coordination between various “grass roots” efforts

• Increasing level of executive sponsorship
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Time (several years)
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Reactive

It’s still easy 
to loose focus 
and slip!

* Graph is a conceptual illustration not a literal representation of any collected metrics



Manual linkage between strategic goals, project portfolio, and financial commitments 
difficult to maintain

Multiple sources of planning and execution information

• Different levels of granularity in different formats

• Manually intensive to “merge” the information

• Difficult stack and compare projects competing for the same resources

• Difficult to level resource demands

A few of the EPM related 
challenges we faced
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• Difficult to level resource demands

• More prone to human error

Frequently shifting priorities need  to be reflected in the mix of projects, and financial 
targets on an ongoing basis

No clear linkage between financial constraints and project priorities

Difficult to prioritize between competing business sponsors

Enterprise Project Management not seen as a key priority

Involved playing in a lot of different “sandboxes”



Our EPM Building 
Blocks

Data

Tools

Strategy

Plan

PM Methodology



Finding effective 
strategies
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“Natural 

Selection”

Make it a 

Corporate 

Priority

Find a 

Champion

Grassroots

Efforts

Ouch!!!
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Perceived business threat or opportunity
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You need to know a bit about how you organization views itself in order to employee the right 

“change management” strategy

Different strategies fit different situations and individuals

“Natural Selection” is not a good place to be!!! A poor understanding of the problems or 

opportunities can lead to poor employment decisions

Perception is a powerful tool when based on facts – use it to weave your way forward



Establishing a Project 
Management Methodology

Initially two independent efforts

• Software Development Life Cycle

• Project & Financial Controls

• Separate grass roots initiatives started by 
different teams/managers

• Partial overlapping of efforts – not very 
efficient

Today …

• Still somewhat independent efforts

• But, we have cross representation on 
each of the teams
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Software Development Life Cycle

Project & Financial ControlsMethodology

• But, we have cross representation on 
each of the teams

• Eventually, these teams will likely merge

Critical Foundation Block

• Doesn’t need to be perfect but …

• Needs to be well underway



Going from “No data” to “Knowledge 
& Understanding”

Data

Information

Knowledge & 

Understanding
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Growth & 

Expansion

Data Has meaning

Growing ownership

Correlations / Trends

Integration with other sources of 

data & business processes
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Incomplete

Lack of ownership

Validity challenged

Correlations / Trends

Shock & Realization

“Thirst for more”

How and Why?

“High-Value” decisions

Growing visibility

data & business processes

Broader usage

“indispensable”

Planning

Execution

Gather “facts” and the supporting data is critical to getting executive support and overcoming resistance to 

change

Making the journey from “no data” to “knowledge & understanding” doesn’t happen overnight

You will likely have multiple “tracks” at different stages of maturity (e.g., planning vs. execution)

You will be creating transparency into processes and parts of your organization that did not exist before – be 

prepared for resistance.

Your data / facts don’t have to be perfect, just “good enough”



You need the right 
tools for the job!

Challenges …

• EPM typically involves managing large amounts of 
data

• Need for rapid and effective executive reporting

• Effective analysis and decision making nearly 
impossible without the right tools

Key outputs/results …

• Help manage alignment with corporate objectives 
and financial targets

• Support capturing project related data and metrics

• Communicate status in an consistent format

• Create transparency

• Effective reporting capabilities



Key Tools used by CME Group
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• Artemis 7 PPM System
• Microsoft Project
• SharePoint
• Internally developed tools & web-

based portals
• Rational Software
• Microsoft Excel



Our approach and “plan”



Our Approach

Phased Approach

• Multi-year effort that started as several independent “grass roots” efforts

• Allow development of SDLC methodology to mature

• Deploy Artemis 7 to as a foundation for collecting project financial and 
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• Deploy Artemis 7 to as a foundation for collecting project financial and 
planning metrics

• Look for some immediate tangible benefits (e.g., “low hanging fruit”) that 
we could use to help garner more executive support

• Find early adopters and champions

• Start small and pilot!

• Introduce SDLC/PM methodology to individual PMs and departments –
laying the foundation



With a little success under our belts …

• Begin to look at project prioritization

• Explicitly tie costs and efforts to the corporate strategy

• Improve decision making and reporting capabilities

Our Approach (cont.)
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• Formalize the rollout of the SDLC/PM methodology
– Not yet mandatory, but “strongly” encouraged

– Starting to tie use of methodology to employee performance reviews

• Garner more support from executive management

With strong executive sponsorship and agreement …

• Better project cost/benefit analysis

• More sophisticated project prioritization

• EPM starting to become a reality



Key Teams involved in the EPM 
deployment efforts at CME Group

Corporate 
Initiatives 

Group

Project & SDLC 

Corporate Management

• Corporate Initiatives Group (CIG) - responsible for 
high-level Program Management and reporting 
status to Board Steering / Management Team

Technology Division

• SDLC Working group – responsible for developing 
a standardized software lifecycle; associated 
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Project & 
Financial 
Controls

SDLC 
Working 
Group

a standardized software lifecycle; associated 
training materials; and “encouraging” adoption 
across the entire organization

• Project & Financial controls – responsible for 
project costing; budgeting; related metrics; 
instituting financial discipline; and managing EMP 
supporting tools

10 to 12 individuals involved on a part-time basis



Wrapping it Up!



Where we are?

• “Grass root” efforts have become formalized efforts with stronger executive 
sponsorship

• Achieved a basic EPM capability but we have a long way to go

• Seeing significant and tangible benefits
– Improved transparency and awareness of Technology project commitments

– Consistent project status reporting

Where we are and 
where we’re going?
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– Consistent project status reporting

– Significantly reduced efforts surrounding our annual budgeting process

– Greatly improved “What if?” analysis capability

Where we’re going?

• Broadening the scope to include organizations outside of Technology

• Continuing to further demonstrate the benefits to our executive management 
team

• Continue to address gaps in our EPM capabilities in a planned and systematic 
manner



Q & A

Questions?

• About Enterprise Project Management?

• Our approach to deploying EPM at CME Group?

• About CME Group?

• Philosophical musings about anything at all?

Got time on your hands and want to contact me? Here’s how:
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Got time on your hands and want to contact me? Here’s how:

Mark Bennett

312-207-2513

Mark.Bennett@cmegroup.com



Backup Slides



Reporting 
Project Structure

Strategic 

Direction

Project 

Planning & 

Mappings

DataData

Considerations when 
Modeling Projects

Reporting 

Needs

Financial 

Systems

Planning & 

Estimating

Mappings



Entering Resource Estimates - Budgeting

Entering headcounts by resource type and “Sub-department”

Headcounts translate into costsHeadcounts translate into costs



Project Status Reporting
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Example: High-Level Project Time Lines
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Being able to get data out of Artemis in a format that is usable for 
decision making purposes is critical!

Every organization is a bit different and it is likely you will need to 
create some customized reports.

Tabular reports and pivot tables can readily be created using 
Microsoft Excel

You can make use of Business Intelligence tools or “roll your own” 
reporting solutions

The Artemis 7 ETL Datamart can greatly simply some types of 

Metrics
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The Artemis 7 ETL Datamart can greatly simply some types of 
reporting



EMP Building Blocks

Data

Strategy
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Tools

Strategy

Plan

PM Methodology


